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CPC vacuum tube AIR solar panels
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Check the performance of
our CPC solar panels through
our website. A webcam constantly monitors the panels.

• Manufacture in Zülpich
• From locally supplied
materials

Light and air are transformed into heat
Made in Germany
	High efficiency exposure-indifferent through CPC mirror
	Aluminium frame and stainless steel manifold ensure long lifespan
	The thermal bottle construction ensures no heat loss
	Will work in combination with any existing heating system
	High performance even with clouded skies
	25 years guarantee on stable heat performance
	Easy and fast installation

CPC vacuum tube solar panels with AIR CIRCULATION
Dry connection of the vacuum The CPC Mirror System
tube (Sydney Tube)
The CPC vacuum tube AIR solar
panels are derived from our
classical CPC vacuum tube panels
for glycol circulation which we
manufacture since 15 years.
Depending on the number of
panels installed and type of
building heat cost savings between
30 to 90% can be obtained.

Stainless steel tube
Heat conducting profile

Melting
Outer glass tube

Because there is no more glycol
or other circulating liquid present,
the CPC Air solar panels are
virtually maintenance free, because
air cannot freeze nor boil.

Vacuum
Coated glass tube
Feed and Return

The panels will primarily be used
for house or building heating but
they can also be linked to the
domestic hot water supply. If they
deliver too much heat, they are
simply switched off.
In combination with a PV
powered air pump the solar unit
runs completely on its own.

Vacuum tubes
No. of vacuum tubes

The highly reflective weather resistant CPC
mirror (Compound Parabolic Concentrator)
behind the vacuum solar tubes guarantees
the highest possible energy extraction. It directs
the solar beams towards the glass tubes and
the built-in absorbers. You hence obtain you
own solar power station on your roof. The panel
will show you how it performs under unfavorable conditions like clouded skies, morning or
evening sun ot low outdoor temperatures.
The CPC vacuum tube technology has therefore decisively better performance than other
solar panels when this is most needed : the
winter season when we need to heat our house
or building under mediocre solar sunshine
conditions and is thus the ideal solar heating
for combined heating systems.

Stainless steel manifold

High class manufacture
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Heat output [kW]
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1,01

1,51

2,02

Dimensions [mm]

595 x 1700 x 85

1090 x 1700 x 85

1645 x 1700 x 85

2180 x 1700 x 85

Gross collector area [m2]

0,96

1,89

2,83

3,78

Aperture area [m2]

0,79

1,55

2,36

3,10

